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merits. To hesitate to expose a sophistry or to lay bare

an indefensible proposition, through tendernesa for their

advocates, would be recreancy to public duty, and conniv-

ance at improper legisiation. In the Oanadian Commons,

at least, ail members are free and equal. Nor is the

validity of an argument in any wise affected by the

eloquence or want of eloquence with whieh it is presentud.

T WO questions of c::siderable importance touching the

Ontario Legisiature. Iu regard to both, the members of

the Opposition have had, we are inclined to think, the beat

of the argument, though the Government majority bas, of

course, prevailed. We refer to the discussions concerning

the numbering of the ballots used in elections to the Legis-

lature, and to the proposed use of the ballot in the election

of Trustees of Separaýe Scheele. There is much to be said

in favour ol open voting as in the abstract the more manly

mode of expressing one's opinions on public questions, but,

taking ail things into consideration, the preponderance of

practical advantage is unquestionably and irnmensely on

the side of the ballot. This verdict of reason bas been

amply upheld by the test of experience wherever the two

methods have been fairly tried. First and chief among

the mally ends which commend the ballot, both in theory

and in practice, is tbe prevention of intimidation and other

forms of unfair personal influence. That which alone can

make this mode of voting effective to this ena is, clearly, its

secrecy. Juat in proportion as it becomes possible for

those selflshly interested to discover by any process how a

certain elector marked his ballot, just iii that proportion

does this mode of voting lose its chief value. Even the

suspicion or- fear of possible violation of secrecy tends,

almost in equal degree, to deprive the ballot of its chief

usefulness. Now, it was pretty clearly established by the

testimoîîy of several members of the Opposition that the

fact of thia numbering, with a view to possible identifica-

tion, may be and is effectively used for purposes of intimi-

dation. Lt matters not whether the possibility of the

agent of the other party being able to remember the

numbers of the ballots deposited by individual voters is so

infinitesimal as is claimed by the advocates of the present

system, or nlt; the simple fact that the numbering gives

so miuch plausibility to the assertions of would-be intimi-

dators in this regard, tells conclusively against the system,

unless iL can be shown on the other hand that the omission

of the numbers would open the door for other and still

greater abuses. The numbers are no douht useful as a

sbeck to personation, but personation involves so mauy

risks and is hiable to detection in se înany other ways that

the danger from this source can hardly be eerioualy regarded

as an offset to the danger of intimidation. The original

intention of the ballot should surely guide in the matter,

and that it was primarily designed as a 8afeguard against

intimidstion, not against personation, is beyond question.

Thiis simple principle, whicb underlies the ballot, viz.,

that it is the dtLty of the Legisiature to secure votera as

far as possible against danger of intimidation, of wbatever

kind, constitutes, it seems te us, also a sufficient reason

why the use of the ballot sbould have been maede comnpul.

sory in the election of School Trustees, both of Public or

of Separate Schools, but especially of the latter, sixice it is

alniost universally believed that the electors of Separate

School Boards are particularly sub ject to a species of

intimidation. But even should this bG a inistake or a

slander, the substitution of the ballot could do no harm,

would take away the rights of no one, and would le useful

in other respects. ____

O NTARIO bids fair to acquire an undeeirable notoriety
as the scene of strange and inexplicable murder-

murders commit ted in cold blood aud with celiberate pur-

pose, but without auy discoverable motive sufficiently over-

mi4erin" te account on ordinary principles for their per-

petration. That a man of ungovernable temper should

taire the life of another in a momentary frenzy ; that a man

of the baser sort, in whom avarice or jealousy or some other

sinister motive bas through long indulgence become the rul-

ing passion, should plot against the life of another ; that

men steeped in vice and crime, sud dead to &Il the higher

sentiments of humauity, should shoot or stab upon slight

provocetions-auch things as these we can in a measure
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